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The deadline by which 
to add or drop a 
class without having 

to pay a fee has past us. 
This means that Harvard 
College students are 
supposedly aware of their 
schedules, and are getting 
truly comfortable this 
fall. But though Opening 
Days and Shopping Week 
eased us into school, this 
time of year still comes 
at us with full force. 
Now is the time when 
our readings get longer, 
psets get harder, practice 
and meetings come far 
more often. The age-old 
excitement of going back 
to school is waning and 
now we must face the rest 
of the term with bravery.  
And yet, as hectic as this 

week may seem and through 
the fear or determination 
that the deadline brought, 
the stories in this issue show 
the passion and dedication 
students have for their 
commitments. Working with 
QSA, opening dialogue with 
new faculty members, and 
exploring our own creativity 
are all ways in which 
students at the Indy and 

throughout the college get 
into the swing of things.  
But if all else fails…there 
still is that fifth Monday!  
The Indy Editorial 
Board (editorinchief@
harvardindependent.com) 
encourages readers to 
reach out with their own 
stories of getting into the 
swing of things!

As a nervous freshman at Miami 
University in the small town of 
Oxford, Ohio, Katie O’Dair had become 

accustomed to rejection. Her attempts to join 
the student council, the campus activities 
board, and an international ambassadors 
program had all been in vain. Though she 
recalls feeling “pretty down about it all”, she 
was thankful for the support she received 
from upperclassmen who encouraged her 
to keep seeking out opportunities to get 
involved, especially those about which she 
was truly passionate. Eventually, she found 
her place on campus, as a mental health 
counselor for the greater Oxford community 
and as an active member of her sorority. 

As of this past August, Katherine O’Dair is 
now Harvard’s Dean of Students. While she 
has many ideas about what she would like to 
accomplish in this role—many of which are 
shaped by her own college experience—her 
main goal is “first and foremost, to meet the 
students.” 

“Since I’ve only been here for a month, I’m 
doing a lot more listening than I am talking,” 
she explained. “Part of my approach to 
learning the culture and the community is 
to talk to individual students and to talk 
to students in groups…I like to hear their 
stories.” 

Even as I peppered her with questions 
about her new role, Dean O’Dair made 

sure to ask about my own experiences and 
opinions about life on Harvard’s campus, 
jotting down my answers in a small leather 
notebook. 

Though she is new to Harvard, O’Dair 
is not new to college campuses. She had 
previously worked as an Assistant Dean 
in the Division of Student Life at MIT, 
and subsequently worked in progressive 
leadership roles pertaining to student life 
at Boston College. While these campuses 
are no doubt very distinct, she is adamant 
that no matter the institution, her approach 
to working with college students has not 
changed. “Our role as administrators is to 
be supporters of students,” she explained. 
“It is not to create the community for the 

More Listening Than Talking
Getting to know Dean of Students Katherine O’Dair.
By CAROLINE GENTILE

Into the Swing of Things 
With the Add/Drop 

deadline behind us, 
college takes its full effect.  

By THE INDY EDITORIAL BOARD 

INDY NEWS
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students.” 
However, O’Dair has started her job 

at a time when many feel as though 
Harvard’s administration has done just 
that, and has grossly overstepped its 
boundaries in supporting student life on 
campus. In May, Dean Khurana rolled out 
controversial sanctions against membership 
in unrecognized single-gender social 
organizations. Starting with the Class of 
2021, members of these organizations will be 
barred from leadership positions in college-
recognized groups, holding team captaincies, 
and garnering recommendations to the 
Rhodes and Marshall fellowships. On this 
past Tuesday, Dean Khurana announced the 
establishment of the Single-Gender Social 
Organizations Implementation Committee, 
to the dismay of many. Harry R. Lewis, one 
of this policy’s many dissenters, equated this 
sanction to a Harvard “values test”, arguing 
that these sanctions threaten freedom of 
thought and of association.  

When asked about this recent controversy, 
Dean O’Dair is well aware of the “strong 
opinions on all sides.” Interestingly, she 
herself was a member of a sorority in college, 
yet “believes in the spirit of what [the 
administration] is trying to do.” While she 
intends to help implement these sanctions, 
she also is very interested in hearing what 
students have to say. “What I want to do 
is listen to students’ own experiences on 
this campus. What we have to do is ensure 
that we are providing social alternatives for 
students. If there are gaps, then we need to 
fill them.” 

Most Harvard students would agree that 
there are certainly gaps that need filling, 
especially when it comes to our social lives. 
Strictly regulated dorm parties and the 
lack of 18+ clubs in Boston and Cambridge 
leave students with few options to socialize 
outside of unrecognized single-gender 
organizations, and even then, some of these 
groups are notoriously exclusive. This 
exclusivity is not limited to the social lives of 
Harvard students, and exists in the sphere 
of extracurricular activities as well. At one 
point or another, whether we punched one 
of those supposedly evil final clubs or tried 
to comp a Harvard-recognized group, we 
have all been like Katie O’Dair, the Miami 
University freshman: rejected. 

When addressing students at a leadership 
forum last week, Dean O’Dair spoke of 
combatting this exclusivity, at least in the 

realm of Harvard-recognized extracurricular 
activities. She is a proponent of “lowering 
the bar” for freshman involvement in these 
organizations. “If you are going to say no to a 
freshman, help them understand that there 
is a way to get involved,” she explained to 
me. “Invite them to your event anyway. Let 
them know that there are other events they 
can participate in even if they can’t be on 
the board or publish their article. It’s really 
important for everyone to know that those 
first few months in a freshman student’s 
experience are critical to their engagement 
on campus, and are really important for 
helping them find a sense for who they are 
and how they fit into the community.” 

Lowering the bar for anything at Harvard 
is indeed a lofty goal (ironic, yes?) – and 
not one that all students want to reach. 
Harvard, by nature, is an exclusive place. Is 
it really possible for a university with one of 
the lowest acceptance rates in the country 
to be truly inclusive in all regards? This 
seems unlikely. Regardless, Dean O’Dair 
has made it clear that she is willing to listen 
to suggestions from students, and work 
with them to change aspects of student life 
at Harvard for the better. “I’m a systems-
thinker,” she said. “I can’t understand or fix 
the system until I hear the students’ stories 
about how they navigate the system.” She 
has a lot of listening to do – Harvard is 
certainly a complicated system, for students 
and dean alike.
Caroline Gentile ’17 (cgentile@college.
harvard.edu) feels #blessed that she was 
not rejected from the Harvard Independent 
and encourages you all to comp!

INDY NEWS
Interview with Dean O’Dair, continued.

Harvard Square, like Harvard 
institutions, is under construction. 
Audrey Effenberger

“Our role as 
administrators ... 

is not to create 
the community for 

the students.”
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Pulkit Agarwal (PA): So could you all 
start by telling us a little bit about the 
roles that you have played within the 
organization of TEDxHarvardCollege?
Tony Thumpasery (TT): I’ve been involved 
with TEDx for the last 2 years, and although 
I joined as a junior member in 2015, I got to 
partake in the initial deliberations alongside 
Christian. I became a board member shortly 
after, and this year I am the President and 
Curator of TEDxHarvardCollege.
Alexander Olapade (AO): So, 
as the Marketing Director for 
TEDxHarvardCollege, I am tasked with 
leading the promotion campaigns, designing 
the logos, and ensuring that the event is 
receiving its fair bit of attention on social 
media. I will be leaving this position soon 
after our next event, as I’ll be graduating at 
the end of this semester.
Christian Haigh (CH): I co-started 
TEDxHarvard in my freshman year. I felt 
that our campus lacked a forum on which 
people could share a diversity of ideas 
openly with other students, alumni, and the 
wider society. Our goal, ever since, has been 
to serve as that platform.
PA: Could you tell us a little bit about 
TEDxHarvardCollege? When and where 
is it going to take place, and what does 
it hope to accomplish?
TT: Well, we are still a young organization. 
We started in Spring 2015 with an event for 
about 300-400 people, and are now organizing 
one for almost a thousand people in Sanders 
Theater. It will take place on September 18, 
from 1 to 5pm. Our main goal is certainly 
to grow; to create forums for educators and 
students to discuss ideas. Not just ideas that 
are revolutionary, but those that are not 

being talked about. For instance, we have 
a speech this year on Machine Learning—a 
very hot and interesting topic—and the role 
it can play in furthering our knowledge about 
autism. There is also a talk by Mark Penn, 
who advised Hillary Clinton’s campaign in 
2008, which I think is going to be extremely 
interesting!
PA: And what was the process by which 
you selected the speakers? Is there a 
theme around which all the talks are 
going to be centered?
TT: Our theme is “Incite Insight.” So in 
general I think all the talks will be about 
ideas that will give the audience things 
to reflect on; ideas that will stem from a 
diversity of disciplines, but will all be in some 
sense novel and revolutionary. And through 
the selection process, we tried to ensure that 
these were the kind of speeches at the event. 
We looked at several pitches from people 
wishing to speak; we partnered with Fortier 
Public Relations, who gave us speakers 
that we think will align with the mission of 
our event; and, we also invited people from 
the Harvard and MIT community more 
generally.
PA: Seeing as the event is taking place 
in Sanders Theater—right at the heart 
of campus—what is the sort of response 
that you seem to be getting from the 
students?
AO: Last year we sold out. This year, once 
again, since we have scaled a very ambitious 
project this time around, we have tried to pub 
the event as much as possible: We have tried 
to do everything possible to tell everyone 
on campus about this great event that they 
should consider attending. We have even 
provided several discounted tickets. At the 
end of the day, the speakers can constitute 

only a half of the event; the rest is always 
about the audience.
TT: And the response has been really great. 
Lots of freshmen and visiting students have 
been approaching me over the last couple of 
weeks, asking about our event and how they 
can get involved.
PA: How do you plan to ensure that this 
event reaches as many people outside of 
Harvard as possible?
AO: Every TEDx organization is required to 
film its talks and post them online. So that 
is definitely one way that we can get people 
from everywhere in the world to have access 
to this event, so long as they have YouTube. 
Hopefully, if we make it to the TED website 
then that would be great too!
PA: One of the key elements in the 
marketing for this event has been its 
interdisciplinary nature. What do 
you think that adds to the speeches 
that having a more focused and one-
dimensional approach might lack?
AO, TT: It’s definitely got to do with 
proximity. Just engaging in a conversation 
with cutting-edge leaders from so many 
diverse fields, all in the same room, 
discussing ideas that are compelling and 
peek interest from diverse audiences: there is 
so much value in that. It brings out the most 
fresh and new approaches to the world. We 
often find ourselves stuck in a certain way of 
seeing things. If you think your intellectual 
life feels stale, then this a chance to meet 
people who have an unusual approach to 
ideas. You may just see connections that you 
didn’t know existed!
PA: That’s really great! Just one last 
question: what legacy do you think this 
event is going to leave behind, and how 
do you see TEDx evolving on campus in 
the future?
CH: When we first started, we were a much 
smaller organization than we are now. We 
used to organize events jointly with Boston 
College, MIT and BU. We like to organize 
events of this stature every year, but we 
also mix it up with smaller events that allow 
audiences to interact more closely with the 
speakers. I think what we’re doing now, 
and what we have done thus far, is going to 
evolve into a very unique component of the 
intellectual environment at Harvard.
Pulkit Agarwal ‘19 (pulkitagarwal@college.
harvard.edu) agrees that Incite Insight has 
excited many Harvard College students this 
year!

An Idea Worth 
Spreading
The Harvard Independent interviews 
the brains behind TEDxHarvardCollege.
By PULKIT AGARWAL

INDY NEWS
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Amid the ongoing turmoil regarding 
freedom of expression on college 
campuses, the issue of “free speech 

zones” has largely stayed out of the limelight, 
as debate focused on safe spaces and trigger 
warnings has flourished. However, the 
existence of free speech zones is troubling 
to many, who consider the Bill of Rights 
(or at least the First Amendment) to apply 
universally within United States borders, 
regardless of one’s location.  

Often found on college campuses, free 
speech zones can refer to both periods of 
time and physical spaces in which student 
expression is permitted. Use of these time 
periods and spaces is often also subject to 
pre-registration and approval requirements 
that can limit how, when, and where 
students express their messages.  

A number of schools – such as 
Georgetown, Stanford, and University of 

Iowa – have come under scrutiny for these 
policies, particularly by the Foundation for 
Individual Rights in Education (FIRE), a 
nonpartisan policy group that advocates 
for students’ rights, including freedom of 
speech, due process, and religious liberty. 
The organization is currently working 
on reversing Harvard’s new policy on 
single-gender social organizations, on the 
grounds that it violates students’ freedom 
of association. Their claims against free 
speech zones on college campuses across 
the country rest on the fact that these zones 
and restrictions place an undue burden on 
students’ right to freedom of expression.  

Free speech zones are dangerous because 
their restrictions can effectively eliminate 
a great deal of speech from reaching the 
student body at all. On some campuses, 
the free speech zones comprise as little as 
0.1% of the campus, and are tucked into 
corners that nearly no one actually visits 

regularly. To take an extreme example, 
imagine if Harvard students were only 
allowed to give out fliers or demonstrate 
on the lawn of Northwest Labs. A large 
majority of students would not be exposed to 
the messages students are trying to express. 
Luckily, Harvard has not implemented such 
restrictive policies on our campus, so we 
often come across various demonstrations, 
shows, and groups bringing their messages 
to large swaths of the student body.  

Schools who have implemented the 
restrictions often justify these policies on the 
grounds that they prevent disruption of the 
educational experience. While this might 
apply to loud protests or groups of people 
blocking entrance to important buildings, it 
is hard to imagine that the people trying to 
hand you flyers outside the Science Center 
on sunny afternoons are really “disrupting 
our education”. Schools concerned about 
these particularly disruptive forms of speech 
should tailor their restrictions to those 
situations alone, rather than blanketing all 
speech under the same obstructive policies. 
This is the route that legal interpretation 
has taken—so long as policies are not 
implemented differentially on the basis 
of content, common sense restrictions are 
allowed in order to maintain reasonable 
noise levels and civilians’ ability to travel 
freely.   

Missouri and Virginia have passed bills 
prohibiting free speech zones on college 
campuses. The other forty-eight states 
should follow suit, pledging a commitment 
to their students’ First Amendment rights.  

Free speech is important for everyone—
liberal, conservative, or just passionate about 
getting members for the cooking club. These 
policies do not just affect people who are 
sending a message that the administration 
doesn’t want students to hear, they are 
restricting everyone’s speech at the cost of 
an informed student body. By preventing 
the campus population from exposure to the, 
often competing, diverse viewpoints harbored 
on campus, these restrictions actually result 
in a less informed, less educated student 
body. Education is the primary purpose of 
college education—we should be fighting in 
favor of speech, not against it.
Emily Hall ’18 (emilyhall@college.harvard.
edu) enjoys using her First Amendment 
rights by writing for the Indy. 

Campus 
Free Speech 
Zones 

Why you 
(yes, you!) 

should care.
By EMILY HALL

INDY NEWS

Church Street mural. Audrey Effenberger
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This past week, Harvard College 
Queer Students and Allies (QSA) 
met for elections and engaged in a 

conversation about the organization’s role in 
political issues. The discussion ended with a 
vote in favor of a new policy regarding QSA’s 
neutrality and decision to refrain from 
becoming a political organization, supported 
by 15 attendees.  On September 13, two days 
after the meeting, an email was sent across 
the listserv to explain the new policy: 

QSA should remain 
extremely committed to 
advocating for LGBTQ+ 
students on campus 
and LGBTQ+ issues in 
the world at large but 
will remain politically 
neutral on issues that do 
not explicitly or directly 
affect LGBTQ+ Harvard 
students for their identities 
as LGBTQ+ people. 

However, the original email inaccurately 
stated the new policy and clarification was 
sent in an email over the same list in the 
following days. QSA’s board and attendees 
voting in favor of the policy wish for the 
organization’s role on campus to remain as 
an umbrella advocacy group for those within 
the LGBTQ+ community. The policy, as 
QSA clarified, is intended to reinforce the 
organization’s “role as a safe space for all 
queer and questioning students regardless 
of their backgrounds or ideologies.” The 
organization’s subcommittees are still able to 
engage more broadly with intersectionality 
and political issues.  

The organization expressed its devotion 
to supporting all identities held by LGBTQ+ 
students and in providing safe spaces for 
all students. However, students criticizing 
the policy are concerned about the potential 

exclusivity and anti-intersectionality that 
QSA could potentially be endorsing. Students 
quickly replied to the original email and took 
to social media to emphasize the importance 
of representation in organizations that 
advocate for the LGBTQ+ community at 
large. Rejecting even a case-by-case basis 
for deciding how the organization would 
respond to political issues has further incited 
criticism from students. 

With the impending HUDS strike, many 
students are at odds with the new measure 
that would refrain from supporting the 
HUDS workers in their ongoing discussions 
for affordable and comprehensive health 
care. Current members, even those on the 
board, have criticized the organization for 
deciding to remain silent on imperative 
issues. The accusations that QSA assumes 

QSA: Failing with Allyship
New policy announcement sparks criticism.  

By HUNTER RICHARDS

INDY FORUM

A graphic circulated with the petition via email.

The policy... 
reinforce[s] the 

organization’s 
“role as a safe 

space...”
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identity can be divided, allowing members 
to disengage with other facets of their lives, 
while discussing queer issues, have even led 
to a petition signed by over 200 students 
within the first few days.  

Students are asking QSA to allow itself to 
become a greater allyship of issues that are 
bound to the many forms of oppression that 
queer individuals face. Gender, race, ability 
status, religion, socioeconomic background, 
and sexuality are among the many ways that 

individuals choose to identify themselves 
and to focus solely on one while separating 
how others may influence or affect it is often 
impossible. In efforts to appear neutral 
politically on issues, the QSA instead sends 
a message to students that they assume 
certain privileges of queer students that 
would allow remaining inactive in discourse. 
As a group that aims to provide support 
and a safe space for students that otherwise 
may experience many forms of oppression, 
students are demanding said support to 

acknowledge the many other influences it 
could have on similar causes. 

The current petition being circulated calls 
for QSA to be more “actively and explicitly 
committed to justice for people of all 
abilities, classes, genders, national origins, 
races, religions, and other identities.” As 
the largest queer organization on Harvard’s 
campus, QSA has considerable influence and 
the effect of its support, or lack thereof, for 
political issues reaches many students on 
campus. 

With this policy, QSA also limits its 
ability to align itself or work with other 
organizations that may have mission 
statements that may support many of the 
same members. There becomes gray area 
of what is defined as an issue explicitly 
connected to queerness in order for it to be 
endorsed. The consensus holds that QSA 
cannot be a social organization that ignores 
the politicized nature of queerness that 
many students experience. 
Hunter Richards ’18 (hrichards@college.
harvard.edu) looks forward to more 
discussions to make queer spaces more 
inclusive.

INDY FORUM

QSA, continued.
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Hallelujah for viscosity (amen to that). 
A toast to the ambiguity of states of matter 
and to the bubbles that manage to stay still  

even when the door slams. 
This is a celebration of your foremothers  
and their menstrual blood.  
This is relationship anarchy, and just plain 
anarchy. And paper cuts. 
You got them on a manifesto, 
reading by moonlight since it’s almost full 
and it wasn’t too cloudy.  
There’s no point trusting soap dispensers, 
everything is sticky and 
the little drop of blood is creeping toward the couch.  
You can’t stop watching it, 
seems like an empty gas tank  
or a muddy highway. 
But it’s just blood, just flesh, 
just something you remember even though 
you weren’t there to begin with and 
you’re already writing verses in your head and 
can’t seem to stop thinking about 
that scissors shaped scar  
and the stinging hand sanitizer 
on the other side of your ring finger.

INDY FORUM
Prayer for Hand Sanitizer

(Even When it Stings) 
By MEGAN SIMS
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Claire Dickson ‘19 is a sophomore 
at Harvard College, and she’s also an 
amazing vocalist! She’s received many 
jazz awards and continues to perform in 
Cambridge and Boston.
She will perform at the Cambridge 

Queen’s Head Pub at 9pm on Thursday, 
Sept 22, 2016. We got a chance to speak 
with her about music, school, and life.
Audrey Effenberger (AE): Let’s start 
with a basic question. How did you 
get started musically?
Claire Dickson (CD): My dad is a 
musician, and music was always around 
the house. I’ve been singing ever since 
I can remember in family choruses and 
musical theater. When I was around 
12, I discovered Ella Fitzgerald and 
got really into jazz. When you love 
something like that, you kinda just keep 
doing it no matter what!
AE: What do you love most about 
singing and performing?
CD: I enjoy putting music in my 
body. The act of singing, of physically 
projecting your voice, is physically 
stimulating. Singing and performing 
also requires a heightened sense of 
awareness internally and externally, 
this is especially true in creative 
music. I strive to maintain focus on my 

vocal delivery, be mindful of the other 
musicians’ musical choices, and have a 
sense of the lyrical content and meaning 
of the song in whatever performance 
context I’m in. To sum up, I love the 
spontaneity and focus of singing and 
performing. 
AE: Defaulting back to the standard 
Harvard introduction: what’s your 
concentration?
CD: Psychology, but I plan on doing a 
Secondary in Music. I’m hoping to study 
abroad at the Conservatorium van 
Amsterdam next semester. 
AE: What’s your favorite color?
CD: Maroon or burnt orange.
Are you a cat or dog person?
CD: I’m a cat person who likes dogs.

AE: Do you have any music recs for 
me?
CD: Always! A few artists I listened to 
today who might not be on your radar: 
Laura Mvula, Jeff Parker, Becca 
Stevens, Georgia Anne Muldrow, and 
Ástor Piazzola.
AE: What is one question you wish 
I’d asked you?
CD: I just wanted to add that [my 
performance] this Thursday is going 
to be mostly original music by me and 
Camila Ortiz, which is something I 
haven’t done at the Queen’s Head Pub 
before!
Audrey Effenberger ‘19 (effenberger@
college.harvard.edu) looks forward to 
taking a break from psets and listening to 
Claire perform!

The reason so many of us love Italian 
food is probably its reliability – 
whether you are heading to an 

official dinner meeting or out on the 
ever-so-important first date, dine-in 
Mediterranean food will not let you 
down. 

Alas, the line between boring and 
reliable is elusive at best, and the limited 
selection of restaurants around Harvard 
Square makes the situation even worse.  
If mentioning the pizza at Grafton 

Street doesn’t make your date yawn, he 
probably doesn’t go to Harvard after all. 
All this in mind (and with Toscano’s out 
of space), I recently decided to look for 
more exciting a venue somewhere else. 
Amelia’s Trattoria is what I found. 

The distance, of course, is all relative. 
Amelia’s is located on Harvard Street, 
right around the corner from The 
Garment District, so the drive from 
the River Houses does not take more 
than ten minutes. Once we reached it, I 

couldn’t help but smile at how adorable 
the place looked. Amelia’s is a tiny 
corner restaurant in the midst of a few 
residential buildings. With its brightly 
lit windows and a handful of outside 
tables full of wine, pizza, and cheerfully 
chatting Bostonians, it looked like 
an oasis of light and happiness in the 
middle of the surrounding nighttime 
Portland Street. 

From the inside, the best word to 
describe Amelia’s Trattoria is probably 
‘intimate’. The space is exactly as small 
as it looks from the outside, with only a 
small number of tables and an official 
maximum capacity of 40 guests. The 
interior combines wood floors, brick 
walls, and dim lighting to create a 
romantic ambience. On the night of our 
visit, the tables were filled with couples 
and small groups of customers mainly in 
their 30s, with the very stereotypical 
look of young urban professionals. The 
background noise was just enough to 
keep our conversations private but not 
enough to approach uncomfortable. 

Gnocchin’ on
Heaven’s Door 

A review 
of Amelia’s 

Trattoria.
By ELIAS TUOMAALA 

INDY ART S
Song and SoulAn interview 

with Claire 
Dickson ‘19. By AUDREY EFFENBERGER 
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The waiters had, however, somehow 
failed to match our table reservation 
with a normal face-to-face dinner table. 
Rather, we were pointed to a slightly 
difficult-to-access corner table where the 
only seats were located on two adjacent, 
not opposite, sides. The arrangement 
was somewhat awkward: in order to 
converse with my dinner companion, I 
spent most of the night turned towards 
the left and we would accidentally kick 
our knees together on regular intervals. 

Seating aside, the dinner experience 
soon got off to a great start. My date 
ordered a lemonade and after the first 
sip surprised me by describing it as 
‘extremely strong’. Perhaps due to a 
cultural difference, the only two types 
of drinks I had ever heard described 
as ‘extremely strong’ were coffee 
and alcoholic beverages, so this one 

really intrigued me. But indeed, the 
drink turned out to be the strongest 
lemonades I have ever had. Imagine 
the sensation of tasting fresh lemonade, 
multiply its intensity by a factor of 
three, and you have a pretty clear idea 
of what the Amelia’s version was like. 
The complementary bread with olive 
oil was less unique, but it did keep us 
entertained until the main courses 
arrived. 

Amelia’s Trattoria is a family 
establishment, one named after the 
founder’s mother, and its webpage 
claims the chef is especially well known 
for his hand-made pasta. We both 
decided to put the claim to a test, I with 
the house-made gnocchi and she with 
the ravioli of the night. Neither one of 
us came to feel disappointed. 

The gnocchi was deeply satisfying. 
Served with sage, butter, and butternut 
squash, the portion tasted almost 
indistinguishable from the gnocchi I 
remember having during a summer 
holiday in Rome in my early teens. 
Whether my teen memories actually 
have maintained an accurate grasp of 
the taste of Italian gnocchi, the dish was 
further confirmed to be excellent by my 
date’s less historically burdened taste 
assessment. 

She did, however, also conclude 
that the Ravioli of the Night did come 
to beat my gnocchi. After having a 
bite of it, I could not disagree. I would 
warmly recommend either dish, but 
our experience does seem to hint that 
at Amelia’s Trattoria the chef can 
be trusted with his creativity – the 
changing Ravioli of the Night does not 
pale in comparison to the permanent 
dishes. 

By the end of the night, we left 
Amelia’s with full stomachs and smiling 
faces. The place would hardly make for 
a routine dinner option for the average 
college student: making through a night 
for less than $25 per person would be 
a challenge. But for romantic dates, 
significant celebrations, and cravings 
for high-quality Italian food, Amelia’s 
Trattoria is an excellent option. It’s 
neither quite as expensive nor nearly as 
far as its competitors in North End – and 
most definitely much less boring than 
anything you can find at the Square. 

Buon appetito!
Elias Tuomaala ‘19 (eliastuomaala@college.
harvard.edu) has made reservations at 
Amelia’s for the coming weekend as well, 
and would welcome good company!

Amelia’s,
continued.
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